Last month, in celebration of the 40th anniversary of the American Journal of Sports Medicine, we began to explore the Journal's early history through the eyes of Jack Hughston and Robert Leach. In that first installment, Dr Leach noted that the history of the AJSM parallels the growth and development of orthopaedic sports medicine as a ''legitimate'' medical specialty. In an era when all orthopaedic surgeons were often dismissed as muscle-bound technicians-the stereotypical ''strong as an ox and half as smart''-those who identified themselves as sports medicine specialists found it particularly difficult to be taken seriously, even among their fellow ''orthopods.'' I can vividly recall a conversation that took place near the end of my residency, when one of my attending surgeons expressed the hope that I wouldn't waste my career by confining my practice solely to sports medicine. In such an environment, it is safe to say that many individuals greeted the concept of a scientific journal devoted to orthopedic sports medicine with hearty skepticism.
In 1976, the AJSM, the AOSSM, and the modern subspecialty of orthopaedic medicine itself were all, to borrow Dr Leach's diction, just fledglings. Ornithologically speaking, fledglings are young birds that have developed to the point that they are barely able to fly, yet still require parental care and supervision. At that time, the emerging AJSM was blessed with a number of individuals who stepped forward to nurture its development. Within that loving support network, the paterfamilias was Dr Jack Hughston, its first chief editor.
Dr Leach:
At that point the Society had a journal and went about finding an Editor, which proved not difficult since Dr. Hughston was already on board. Thus, he became the first Editor of the American Journal of Sports Medicine; a wise move as it eventually proved. In 1977, Dr. Hughston started the first of many years of subsidizing the Journal from the Hughston Clinic by providing space and journal workers plus a number of other financial extras. Since The Hughston Clinic had Sports Medicine Fellows from many countries and other parts of the US, he also had a line to some possible contributors to the Journal. A review of articles from this era will show the positive effect that latter fact had on the articles published.
During the 1973-1979 period, Journal personnel titles seem to switch more easily than the affections of sports fans. Dr. Hughston went from being Chairman of the Medical Advisory Board to Editor to Editor in Chief. He then became Chairman of the Board of Editors and finally again simply Editor.
Dr Hughston: My stimulus for editing and being an editor was to try in some raw manner to mimic what Thornton Brown had taught me by editing some of my articles for the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery. He did such a beautiful job and I was stimulated by his ''severe'' editing and by his making my thoughts and expressions gain clarity for the reader. I was trying my best to do the same thing for authors submitting their articles to The American Journal of Sports Medicine. The great difference between Thorny and me was that I didn't know English. Oftentimes he would write to me and say ''Jack, I can do pretty good, but I am having a hard time understanding your Southern English.'' Whereupon I sent him a copy of Uncle Remus with a note saying ''Thorny, look and see how far I have come.'' He thanked me and said it did give him a better understanding as to my expressions. Visitors to his office in later years let me know that they saw this copy of Uncle Remus sitting on the corner of Thorny Brown's desk. He was a great editor.
Here I was trying to take some of the articles submitted to our journal and make them more clear in what the author was trying to say. All of this took a lot of time and a lot of effort and a lot of love. But we kept hanging in there. The journal was making some headway scientifically, and the scientific articles and clinical articles of the Society members were being published. Some of the articles were terrible, but we were not in the position to turn down much of anything.
The Journal started slowly trying to build a base first from the members of the AOSSM, which was a small group in those years, and then from those in orthopaedics who would admit they practiced or liked Sports Medicine. Remember this was an era when a President of the AAOS could tell a young academic acquaintance that his association with ''those fellows''; i.e. Sports Medicine practitioners, would not help his academic or orthopaedic political career.
The Journal began to build a circulation, and the published articles were substantially better than the first years. As the Journal was assuming a position of importance within the Sports Medicine world, people [Harry] Kretzler, who was retiring from that same position with the AOSSM. Dr. Hughston thought this was an excellent idea, and Dr. Kretzler took over in 1980 as Treasurer, a position in which he remained for many years with the resultant huge benefit to the Journal and the Society. With Dr. Kretzler firmly in control of the finances, the Trustees advocated that the Editor be paid a salary of $10,000.00, but even this token payment was initially rejected by Dr. Hughston.
Dr Hughston: Also about that time a gentleman by the name of Bob Day, who wrote a book on How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper, arrived to visit with me because I kept buying so many of his books and sending them to the would-be authors who were sending in articles to our Journal. Bob Day told me that I should go ahead and publish the Journal myself instead of giving all of the money to another company to do the publishing. He talked to me about that for two or three years and showed me how there was very little chance for it to fail.
One item of interest occurred in 1983 when Dr. Leach told Jim Gallagher of W&W what we were thinking of doing, he replied that, ''This would be a big mistake for us.'' The next day several of us met with Mr. Gallagher who then offered us $500,000.00 for the rights to the Journal. We refused and 24 hours later he upped the offer to $650,000.00. We figured if he thought it was worth that, we should keep it and self-publish.
Dr Hughston: So I got with Harry Kretzler and Bob Leach, and they were both agreeable and scared to death. We did it, and the fortunes of our world were turned around. Bernie Cahill was President of the AOSSM at that time in 1986-1987, and he deserves great thanks for all of his support. I very definitely remember the meeting of our Board of Trustees with Bernie in his suite in San Francisco at one of the AOSSM meetings. Bernie did everything the right way to help the Journal grow. He had some prior experience with publishing of journals, so he knew a bit about what we were trying to do. Whereas we had been stringing the business on a shoestring prior to self-publishing, we now became a real going organization.
In 1986 the Journal took that major step and became a self-published entity. We had no problems being selfpublishing, and we soon found that the financial return to the Journal was far higher than we had planned. We had already gone well into the black, and in 1985 paid off the loan to the Society that the AOSSM had taken out to buy the Journal in 1976.
In 1985, Miss Ann Donaldson went from W&W in Baltimore to Columbus where she became the head copy editor and was to train others in preparation for our self-publishing venture which was to start in January 1986. Her presence later became a Godsend. In 1989 Donna Tilton who had been working at the Hughston Clinic came over to the Journal side where she assumed copy editing responsibilities. She has continued working until the present day.
However The next big decision was whether the Journal office would move to Boston or stay in Columbus. The decision, largely based upon Dr. Leach's wishes, was to move the office to the Boston area. As time had gone on and publishing changed so much into what is called ''desktop publishing'', there is no question that the office now could be virtually anywhere with the Editor and copy editors in different cities.
Some minor changes and others with bigger impact were made with the move to Massachusetts. We published an Editor's Column in each issue. After several years a Current Concepts presentation was made in each issue. Dr. Timothy Foster, as Associate Editor, with the assistance of Bert Mandelbaum took over this sometimes onerous task. This latter addition was not agreed upon by all members of the Journal Trustees but has since proven popular and worthwhile. During this time there had been a gradual increase in the number of engineering and basic research articles submitted to the Society Annual Meeting and to the Journal. While some viewed this with dismay, worrying about the possibilities of the Journal being less immediate help to the practitioner of sports medicine, it was inevitable and demonstrated how the specialty had progressed. The articles were now showing what practice might be like in 10 years. As our circulation continued to slowly rise we definitely assumed the role of the Journal leader in Sports Medicine and articles from all over the world were being published in each issue.
During the decade from 1988 the Journal published several items which were good for the Journal and for the Sports Medicine world. In 1988 the AOSSM in conjunction with the Journal published a project on Sports Injury Research. A few years later the IOC asked us to publish their Third International Olympic Committee Congress on Sports Sciences. Each of these took a great deal of time and effort on the part of the Journal staff to edit and redact, but the results seem worth it. In 1999 the Federation International of Football Association (FIFA) asked us to publish their excellent study of Risk factors and Incidence of Injuries in Football Players.
With the coming of the new millennium the question of the Journal going on-line had to be considered. The positive aspect was that other good journals were doing it, and it appeared the way of the future. It would also make our material available to many people who did not subscribe. We investigated the possibilities and decided to hook up with the Stanford site servers and were easily on-line by 2001.
In Since the turn of the 21st century, AJSM has endeavored to progress along the course laid out by its first navigators. Don O'Donoghue's words, quoted at the top of this message, might serve both as a succinct definition of orthopaedic sports medicine and statement of purpose for AJSM. The authors who publish their work in the our pages respond continually to Dr O'Donoghue's rhetorical challenge to determine what can be done to prevent injury, to minimize and shorten the period of temporary disability, and to prevent permanent disability among enthusiasts of all ages, in all types of sport and at all levels of skill. The unfavorable stereotype that was sometimes hung upon the brave pioneers who dared proclaim their fealty to orthopaedic sports medicine has been refuted repeatedly by their distinguished scientific work and that of ensuing generations. AJSM continues to focus on original clinical investigations and the relevant translational research that may, as Dr Leach points out, furnish a glimpse of what the practice of orthopaedic sports medicine might be like in 10 years.
The AJSM is pleased to be celebrating its 40th (or is it 41st?) year of publication. This milestone was put in perspective for me a few months ago, however, when I was compiling the background research for an editorial and needed to look up a reference in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, whose 212 years of published articles are available online. Nevertheless, we are proud of our modest achievement and the contributions that AJSM has been able to make toward advancing our chosen field over the past 4 decades. Jack C. Hughston Robert E. Leach Chicago, Illinois Vol. 40, No. 2, 2012 The American Journal of Sports Medicine 275
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